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blast Intense adverse criticism.
A shotgun blast.

bomb Throw bombs at or attack with bombs.
She joined the fight against the bomb.

burst Burst outward usually with noise.
The burst of an atom bomb creates enormous radiation aloft.

bust A sculpture of the head and shoulders of a person.
He busted my radio.

click Produce a click.
The key clicked in the lock and the door opened.

crater Form a crater in the ground or a planet.
The blast left a crater in the car park.

demolition The act of demolishing.
The demolition of the huge tower was quite a spectacle.

dismantle Take (a machine or structure) to pieces.
The engines were dismantled and the bits piled into a heap.

divisible Capable of being or liable to be divided or separated.
24 is divisible by 4.

effusion An escape of fluid into a body cavity.
Literary effusions.

erupt Erupt or intensify suddenly.
The tooth erupted and had to be extracted.

eruption A spot, rash, or other mark appearing suddenly on the skin.
The eruption of Vesuvius.

explode Increase rapidly and in an uncontrolled manner.
The use of this drug exploded in the nineties.
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explosion The noise caused by an explosion.
The population explosion.

explosive Likely to cause an outburst of anger or controversy.
Explosive violence.

fevered Highly or nervously excited.
They mopped his fevered brow.

flak Anti-aircraft fire.
You must be strong enough to take the flak if things go wrong.

flick Cause to move with a flick.
A quick flick through the family album.

gush Gush forth in a sudden stream or jet.
Everyone came up to me and gushed about how lucky I was.

implode Burst inward.
He lost money when the market imploded.

intermission A pause or break.
He was granted an intermission in his studies.

outburst A volcanic eruption.
A very dramatic outburst of neutrons.

outpouring A large flow.
Outpourings of nationalist discontent.

partible Capable of being parted or divided.
A partible estate.

radiate Have a complexion with a strong bright color, such as red or pink.
The hot stars radiate energy.

rupture State of being torn or burst open.
The impact ruptured both fuel tanks.

split A bun roll or cake that is split or cut in half.
They announced a two for one split of the common stock.

sunder Break apart or in two, using violence.
A universe sundered ages ago in a divine war.
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